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CURVATURE AND RADIUS OF
CURVATURE

Introduction:
Curvature is a numerical measure of bending of the curve..
particular point on the curve, a tangent can be drawn. Let this line

makes an angle ¥ with positive x- axis. Then curvature is defined as the

magnitude of rate of change of Y with respect to the arc length s.

Curvature at P=

It is obvious that smaller circle bends more sharply than larger circle

and thus smaller circle has a larger curvature.
Radius of curvature is the reciprocal of curvature and it is denoted by p.

Radius of curvature of Cartesian curve: y = f(x)

213/2

1 - (14}(When tangent is parallel to x - axIS)
3/2

P
dr

p= (When tangent is parallel to y- axis)

Radius of curvature ofparametric curve:
x=f0.y Bp- where x=and y'=xy-yx dtdt

Example 1 Find the radius of curvature at any pt of the cycloid

x = a (0 +Sin 6). y = a (1- cos )

Solution: x = dx a (1+cos ) and y = asin0



x =-asin6 and y = = a cos
de

(x+y23/2 fa(1+Cos 0)+a?sin20}"
Now p

xy-yx"| a2(1+Cos 0) Cos 0 + a2 sin20

d+cos6+2cos8+stn20)*
cose+cos20+stn20

-

a(2+2cos0)3/2

1+

= 2 v2 aV1+ cose

2 2a 2 cos20 4a cos

Example 2 Show that the radius of curvature at any point of the
curvex/3+y8 = a-s (x =a cos'6,y=asin'8) is equal to
three times the lenth of the perpendicular from the origin to the
tangent.

Solution: -3a cos20 sine = x
de

= - 3a sin-0 cos6 = y

x'=a= 3acos0sin0)
de

-3a [-2 cos 0 sin 0+cos20]

= 6 acos sin 0 -3a cos' 6

3a sin ecos 0)
d02

3a(2 sin e cos20- sin30)
= 6a sin 6 cos20 - 3a sin30

p= +y22P ry-y*|Now

(9acos 0sin20+9a2sin'ecos20

I-3acos20 sin8)(6a sin@cos20-3asin30)-3asin20 cos 0(6a cosê sin20-3a cos30)1



9a cossin?e(cos20 + stn?0)]/2

-18a2sin ecos* 0+9a2 cos20 sin*6-18a2 sin* Bcos20 + 9a2 sin2 ecos*||

93/2(a cosê sin8)3
|-9a2sin20 cos 0 - 9a2 cos20 sin*0

(9)3/2(a cos6sin 8)3
9a2 cos20sin20 (cos20+sin20)

p 3a sin6cos6 (1)

The equation of the tangent at any point on the curve is

y-a sin 6=- tan 6 (x -a cos 6)

x sin6 +y cos6-a sin 6 cos 6=0....2)

The length of the pependicular from the origin to the tangent (2) is

0.sin6+0.cos8-a sinecos@

P= vsin20+ cos20

=asine cos6 3)

Hence from (1) & (3), p= 3p

Example 3 If p & p' are the radii of curvature at the extremities of two

conjugate diameters ofthe ellipse+=1 prove that

+p (ab)/3 = a? + b

Solution: Parametric equation of the ellipse is
x = a cos 6, y=b sin 0

x=-a sin 8, y=b cos 8

x =-a coS 6,

The radius of curvature at any point of the ellipse is given by
y =-b sin 6

.x74'2)3/2
y-y'x1

(a2stn0+ b2cos2 b)

I(-a sine) (-bsine) - (beos®) (-acos@)



a2sin20+ b2cos20)
(1)

ab

For the radius of curvature at the extremity of other conjugate
diameter is obtained by replacing 0 by + in (1).

Let it be denoted by p'. Then

asin20+ b2sin2 0)

p2/3 f 2/3 asin-6+b2cos20

(ab)2/3
a2+b2

(ab)2/3

a cos20+ b2cos0
(ab)2/3

Cab) (p/3 + p)= a? + b

Example 4Find the points on the parabola y2 = 8x at which the radius

ofcurvature is 5

Solution: y = 2V2 v
Y2 x72

3/2

p= = (1 + Zx'2 = v2(x +2)2
2

Given p=
16 (x+2)3/2 =

162
=

x +2)=
x+2= x =

8

=8 ie. y=3.3

Hence the points at which the radius of curvature isare (9,t 3).
16

Example 5 Find the radius of curvature at any point of the curve



y= C cos h (x/c)

Solution: % = Sinh=Sin h (

Y2 cosh
Now, p=

2

1+Sinh2(

cosh

C cosh=

Example 6 For the curve y = prove that
a+2

where p is the radius of curvature of the curve at its point (x, y)

Solution: Here y=
a+X

y = at)a -ar (1)

(a+x)2

=-
(a+x)2

-2ay2 (a+x)"

(14
Now,

y2

(a +x)p3 =|1+a+z



(2=1 +

-at
a +)+

Example 7 Find the curvature of x = 4 cost. y = 3 sint. At what point
on this cllipse does the curvature have the greatest & the least values?
What are the magnitudes?

= 4y2)/2
P y-y'*|Solution

Now, x - 4 sin t
y'=-3 cost

*" = - 4 cost
x" = - 3 sin t

(16sin t49cost2)a
"P-4 sint (-3sint)-3 Cost (-4Cost)

1(9 cost2t+ 16sin2 t)3/2

(p.12)2/3 =9 cost't +16 sin *t

Now, curvature is the reciprocal of radius of curvature. Curvature
is maximum & minimum when p is minimum and maximum
respectively. For maximum and minimum valucs;

(16 sint+9cos *1)=0

32 sint cost + 18 cost (-sint) =0



4 sint cost = 0

t= 0&

At t=0 ie at (4,0)

(12 p)/3=9
12 p = 93/2

Similarly, at t =; ie at (0,3)

(12 p)2/3= 16

12p = 43

p=163
4

Hence, the least value isand the greatest value is

Example 8 Find the radius of curvature for =1 at the points

where it touches the coordinate axes.
Solution: On differentiating the given, we get

-0
2ax 2/by dx

(1)

The curve touches the x-axis if 0 or y = 0

When y =0, we have x=a (from the given eq")

given curve touches x - axis at (a,0)

The curve touches y- axis if=0 or x =0
dy

When x=0, we have y = b

Given curve touches y-axis at (o, b)

from (1))



dy1 b b
At (a,0), dr?2aa 2a2

2a2At (a,0), (1 =(1+0)372=
2

(dx)2
At (o,b). p

dx
ay*



Th rofind the radius ofcurväture at any point (x y on the Car

esian
curve y={ix)

Cartesian cquation of the curve be y=f{x).
Let the Car

We know that 1an y=
Differentiating with regard

to X, we get Ply
dysec?y
dx

(1+tan'v).ds dx
s= dy

dr
dy(1+tanv)..se y= dxaof P

or (1+tanv).[V1+tany]=4d

or dx
1+tany)= y

dxaof

+ E dy: provided 0Hence P dy

d2 (considering absolute value)

(1+y2-1+p)
2


